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Myth vs. Fact

Myth: *UAS operations should never be assimilated into the traditional flight department.*

- Fact: While some companies choose to base the operations of UAS outside the corporate flight department in another organization, like IT, companies should consider the wealth of aviation knowledge that exists in their manned aircraft flight departments and see how they can best use those assets to integrate UAS.

Myth: *Drones function outside the normal SOP of flight operations.*

- Fact: Even though some drone operations may be unique to an unmanned platform, many of the elements of an SOP, like preflight checks and accident reporting, will translate well from existing flight department processes.
Myth vs. Fact

Fact: Utilizing drones will strengthen the relationship between your company and your customers.

- True: Your customers will appreciate the fact that you are expanding your capabilities to include unmanned aircraft, as you are increasing your efficiencies and can pass the savings on to them.

Myth: FAA will deploy systems around airports to prevent rouge drones from interfering with manned aircraft.

- Fact: While FAA has a Pathfinder program to explore technology solutions, ultimately it will likely not be an FAA responsibility.
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